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THE HOUSES OF THE KWAKIUTL INDIANS,* BRITISH COLUMBIA.

BY DR. FRANZ BOAS.

No. 130414: of tbe Catalogue of the Ethnological Collections of the

U. S. National Museum is a model of a house from Fort Rupert,

British Columbia (Fig. 1). Though the model is very rough it is of con-

siderable interest, as it shows the carved posts which are characteristic

of these houses and as the figures in it represent one of the winter

dances in which masked men make their appearance.

Fig. 1. Model of a Kwakiutl house, Fort Rupert, B. C. 130414.

In the following pages I shall describe the plan of the Indian house

and the meaning of the posts according to observations made in British

Columbia, 1S86-'S7. Tbe model is a plain wooden house with a gable

roof, one side of which is moveable on hinges, thus allowing the student

to look into the interior. The door is covered with a curtain, and

windows admit the light. The pieces of wood forming the walls of the

house are nailed to a frame. This arrangement does not correspond to

the real arrangement of the Indian house, as will be seen by the follow-

* In the present paper the alphabet of the Bureau of Ethnology lias been adopted.

The vowels are pronounced aa in Italian, the consonants as in English, with the

following exceptions and additions:

c = tk in thin.

tl = an explosive sound produced by lay-

ing the back of the tongue against the

palate and pressing forth the air on both

sides of the tongue.

e = e in power.

c = sh in shoe.

q = ch in German bach.

t[ = ch in German ich.

3[ = guttural k, almost kr
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ing description, but the posts and the timbers carrying the central part

of the roof are exactly like those of the houses. The houses of the

Fig. 2, Ground plan of Kwakiutl house.

Kwakiutl and their neighbors form a square, the sides of which are from

•i<> to 60 feel h>n<;' (Figs. 2, 3, 4). The door (i>) is generally in the center

of the side nearest the sea, which forms the front of the house. The

Fig. ::. Construction of Kwakiutl house. Front elevation.

latter lias a gable loot', the ridge of which runs from the front to the

rear. The walls consist of hoards, which are fastened to a frame-work
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of poles. The sides of the door are formed by two posts (A) from 6 to

8 inches in diameter and standing about 4 feet apart. Over the door
they are connected by a cross-bar (B, Fig. 3). Sometimes this frame-work
of the door consists of heavy planks. The frame-work of the house front

Fig. 4. Construction of Kwakiutl house. Longitudinal section, from c to d.

consists of two or three vertical poles (0), about 3 inches in diameter,

on each side of tbe door. They are from 8 to 10 feet apart. Their

length diminishes toward the sides of the house according to the inclina-

tion of the roof. These poles are connected by long cross-bars (E), which

are tied to their outer side with ropes of cedar bark at half the distance

between the roof and the ground. The frame- work of the rear part is

similar to that of the front, but that of the sides is far stronger, as it

has to support the roof. Two heavy posts (F) about 9 inches in diame-

ter are erected. Their heads are cut out and a beam of the same
diameter is laid over them. At the joints it is cut out so as to fit into

the heads of the posts. On both sides of the door and in the correspond-

ing part of the rear side, about 3 feet distant from the central line of

the house, the supports of the roof (U) are erected. These form the

principal part of the frame work, and are the first to be made when the

house is built. They stand about 3 feet from the walls inside the house

These uprights are about 1^ feet ill diameter and are generally con-

nected by a cross-piece (G) of the same diameter. On each side of the

cross-piece rests a heavy beam {H) which runs from the front to the rear

of the house.

Sometimes these beams are supported by additional uprights {V),

which stand near the center of the house. The rafters (R) are laid over

these heavy timbers and the beams forming the tops of the sides. They

are about 8 inches in diameter. Light poles about 3 inches thick are

laid across the rafters. They rest against the vertical poles (0) in the

front and rear of the house, and are fastened to the ratters with ropes

made of cedar bark. After the heavy frame-work which supports the

central part of the roof is erected a bank about 3 feet in height is raised

all around the outlines of the house, its outer side coinciding with the

lines where the walls are to be erected. Long, heavy boards i or 5

inches thick are implanted lengthwise along the front of the house, their
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npper edges standing -\ or 3 feel above the ground. Then the eartk

forming the bank is stamped against them, and thus a platform is made

running along the front of the bouse. Later on this is continued all

around the bouse. The frame-work of the front is the next to beerected,

the poles ( standing in the earth forming the platform. The upper

edges of the fronl boards which were implanted into the ground are

grooved, and in this groove the boards forming the front wall stand.

They are tied or nailed to the cross-bar (E) and to the foremost ratter,

which is connected with the framework of the front. The next thing to

be done is to make the rear wall and the sides. The former exactly cor-

responds to the front, the door only being wanting. The boards forming

the side walls are implanted into the ground, standing vertically, their

upper ends being tied to the beam forming the top of the frame-work.

The platform running along the inner sides of the walls is finished by

stamping the earth against the side walls. The roof consists of a pecu-

liar kind of boards, which run from the gable to the sides of the house

and rest on the beams
(
F). They lap on their edges like Chinese tile3.

This arrangement has the effect that the ram runs from the roof without

penetrating into the house. The house front is generally finished by

(anting the boards oil' along the roof and by finishing them off with a

molding. Three blocks are placed in front of the door, forming steps

(T) that lead to the platform. Three steps of the same kind lead from

the platform to the floor of the house. The board forming the inner

side of the platform slopes slightly inward. The house has no smoke

escape, but several of the boards forming the roof can be pushed aside.

During the night these openings are closed, but in the morning one

board over every tire place is pushed aside by means of a long pole. As
it is necessary to look after the roof from time to time, a stationary lad-

der is leaned against the side of the house. It consists of one-half of

the trunk of a tree or of a heavy board, into the upper side of which

steps are cut.

Fig. 5. Carved settee in a bouse at Qumta spfi (Hope Island).

The house is inhabited by four families, who occupy the four corners,

and each of whom has a fire-place of its own. The corners belonging
to each family are divided off from the main room by a rough frame-

work of poles, the top of which is used ]\)v drying fish or other sorts of
food. In the villages at the northern end of Vancouver Island a pecul-

iar kind of frame is used for this purpose, while farther south poles are
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laid across the frame-work. On each side of the fire stands the immense
settee (Fig. 5)*, which is large enough for the whole family. It has no

feet, is about 7 feet long and 4 feet deep, and its sides slope slightly

backward, so as to form a convenient support for the back. Boards

are laid along the foot of the rear and front platform and on the side of

the fire opposite the settee. The arrangement is sometimes made a

little different, the settee being wanting, or in some instances standing

on the rear side. This depends on the arrangement of the bedrooms

(/,). These bedrooms have the form of small houses which are built on

the platform running around the house. Most of these bedrooms have

gable roofs, and their fronts are finished off with moldings. The section

of cd (Fig. 4) explains the arrangement better than any description can

do. Sometimes these rooms are enlarged by adding a low extension to

the house, the floor of which is elevated as high as the platform. In

the center of such rooms there is a small fire-place. The plans of the

houses of the separate geutes show slight differences. In some instances

the heavy beams {E) rest on the uprights (6
T

), the cross piece (.G) being

*i:s;
'

Fig. 6.—View of the rear part of a house in Qumta'spe.

wanting (Fig. C); in other instances there is only a single timber (B.)

resting on the center of the cross-piece (G). Certain large houses that

*The figures are from sketches by the author.
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belong to the greatest chiefs have a number of steps or platforms, num-

bering from li to 4, instead of a single platform of the house described

here. These steps either run all around the house, giving it somewhat

the appearance of an amphitheater, or are confined to the rear side. In

traditions houses are mentioned with ten steps. Each house has its

name, as will be seen from the view of the village of Qumta'spe, on

Plate \\\\ in, in which the names of four houses are given. In front

of the village the Okuiua'tle bight is seen, bounded by the narrow point

Tla'sota, on which the natives grow some potatoes on a small inclosure.

Behind this point the hills of (Jaliano Island, KaqaqthV and We'qocoa

are seen which are frequently mentioned iu the legends of these tribes-

The island is divided from Hope Island by the Strait of OqstV.

The houses generally face the beach and are built iu a row. (See

Plate XXXVIII.) In front of the town there is a street, which is carefully

leveled, the lower side being supported by an embankmeut of heavy

logs. From here steps lead down to the beach, where the canoes are

lying. Opposite to the houses, ou the sea side of the street, there are

platforms, on which the Indians pass most of their time, gambling and

conversing. The platform rests on a frame-work of poles aud on the

embankment of the street, as shown in Fig. a, Plate xxxviii.

Among the tribes speaking the Ileiltsuk dialect and among the Bil-

qula the same kind of house is iu use,, with slight deviations. The house

rests on piles in the same way as the platform of the Kwakiutl does,.

only the rear part resting on the ground. It may be, however, that the

character of the ground accounts for this method of buildiug wherever

it is applied, as it is difficult to level a slope of steep grade, and in such

cases it will be more convenient to support the house by piles. The
same style of house is used from Comox, on Vancouver Island, to Dean
Inlet. Farther north the Haida house, which, although similar, has

some peculiarities of its own, is found, while farther south the immense
long houses of the Salisb coast tribes are used. But to return to the

Kwakiutl house: The uprights are always carved according to thecrest

of the gens of the house-owner. Iu the model they represeut men
standing on the heads of animals (Figs. 7, 8, 9). Before discussing

these carved posts a few remarks of a general character will be made.
The tribes of the northwest coast of America are all divided iutogeutes.

But while among the northern peoples, the Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian,

and Ileiltsuk, the child belongs to the mother's gens, it belongs to that

of the father among the Kwakiutl and Salisb". All these tribes claim

to be autochthonous. According to their traditions the ancestor of each
-ens descended from heaven, in most cases in shape of a bird, and be-

came a man. The crest he adopted hints at certain exploits that he has
made.

1 shall give a few characteristic traditions that show the connection
bet we mi the carvings in the house, the masks, etc., with the legends
referring to the ancestors of the gentes.
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(1) Walasnomo'jp)is= the great Xoino'^ois (a gens of the Kwakiutl).
Walasnoino'qois descended from the suu to the earth and built a house
in Tsa'qis (Fort Rupert). His son was Om'aqta/latle. The latter saw
many seals and sea-otters on the island Ha'insiqtle (Shell Island). As
he had no boat he took a log of driftwood instead, went to the island

Figs. 7, 8. Carved uprights in the Kwakiutl house, 130414.

and killed many seals and sea-otters. On his return to Tsa'qis he gave-

a feast and gave away numerous otter skins and many boxes of seal

oil. Then he weut to Gyoky (= house, a place about 3 miles east of

Fort Rupert) and ascended the river that discharges its waters there.

Xear the sources of this river he met a man by the name of Ma'kakyu,

who gave him a boat. Then Om'aqta'latle wandered eastward and in

the country of the Ma'malele}pdahe met with aawatsile^uila, who was of

the Tsawat'eno?i tribe. He went with him to his house and took 5Taw-

atsile^ala's daughter, Haaq^ola'tleme^a, for his wife. His father-in-law

gave him the emblems of his gens and after his return 1o the TTwakiutl

country Om'aqta'latle built a new house in Ky'a'^a, the posts and beams

of which he carved according to the emblems he had received in the

land of the Tsawat'enoq. The two uprights in the front part of the
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FlG. 11. Sun mask.

house represent two men: Ye'^ent'e^a (something talking inside) and

Waweqemitl fthe orator). The uprights in the rear of the house also

represent men : Leqe'laqsta (the braggart) and

II;isa>[a\\;Vsni (attempting to talk louder than

anybody else). The uprights in front of

the house support the beams that represent

the Sisiutl (a double-

headed snake), while

those in the rear of

the house are con-

nected by a cross-piece

representing a Sisiutl

(or w oil ?), upon which

the beams rest. The
hinges of the house
door are at its upper

o<lg<'. It is very heavy

and crashes every bad

man who attempts to enter the house. His

dancing mask was called Olikyen, and repre-

sented a wolf; the dance in which it is used is

called Walas-aqalv (something great coming

from above).

When the house was finished Om'aqta'latle

gave a great feast, and the beams and uprights

of his house began to move. The Sisiutl played

with their tongues. The men began to talk

and told the Sisiutl to kill all enemies of their

master.

(2) Sentlae (a gens of the Tlauitsis, Nimkic,

Naqoartojj, and Kwakint 1 ).

Sentlae, the sun, descended from heaven in shape of a bird and was

transformed into a man. He built a house in Yijfa'men. Thence he

wandered to \jomoks and married a woman of that tribe. He visited

the Tlauitsis, Nimkic, and Na'^oartojf, and married a woman of each of

these tribes. At last he came to TTiksi'wae, in the country of the Kwak-
intl, and built a house in ^j'aioq. There he remained. He took a wife

among the Kwakiutl, and they had a sou who was called Ts^tsa/lis.

On his house front a sun is painted on each side of the door. The

uprights represent men carrying suns. Their name is Lela't'otpes aud

they were slaves of Sentlae. The cross-bars connecting the uprights

are also men, the beams sea-lions. Three steps lead up to the door.

They represent men whose names are Tle'nonis. The heraldic column
of tin- -ens, called Sent lc qf-m, is shown in Fig. 10. It represents a series

of coppers, one standing upon the other. On top of the coppers there

is a man extending his arm as though he were talking. His name is

Fig. 9. Carved nprigh* in the

Kwakiutl bouse, 130114.
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La'qt'otpes (sing, of Lela'qt'otpes = be who gives presents to strangers

only). The top of the column is the

Tle'selaqeint], a mask representing the

sun surrounded by wooden rays. In tbe

dance Tsa'e^a they use the sun mask (Fig.

11); in the dance Ya/uiqa the dog mask
Ku'loqsa. This name is said to mean the

sun shining red through the mist.

A simpler form of the column of this

gens may be seen in Fig. 12, where, as in

tbe last case, the face of the sun is fastened

to tbe top of a pole.

(3) Kue'qakila (a subdivision of the gens

Omeatl of the tribe Tlatlasiqoala). Omeatl,

tberaven,bad a daughter, Ha'ta^a. Once

upon a time Ha'ta^a ate sea eggs that she

had caught, although her father had for-

bidden her to do so. In his anger he

ordered all the inhabitants of the village

to remove and desert her. The poor girl,

when left all alone, made a fish-basket of

cedar twigs and tried to catch fish on the

beach. One day she found a young man
in the basket, the son of ;\pmo'j[oa, the

spirit of the sea, who brought her a huge

whale and became her husband. By him

she had a son, Kue'qakila. The boy used

to paddle about in his boat, and ou one

occasion he found the head of a whale that

was eaten by the raven. lie took it into

the boat, and then he discovered that he

had found the Sisiutl. The fish began to

move his fins, and thus propelled the

boat. Later on Kue'qakila descended

into the sea to his father, vjomoj[oa.

Four days he remained there and left

with many gifts. But when he returned

he found that he had been four years in

^romojioa's house. Among the gifts he
had received was the heraldic column,
which is since that time used by that

gens (Fig. 13). The lowest figure rep-

resents the Tsono'jjoa. On top of it is

a Bekuc with a split skull (=man, a
spirit of the sea with long hair), stand-

ins- on his head- tliP TiP*r fionrP i« an. Fig. 10. Heraldic column Sgntle'qen*mg on nis neaa, tne next ngure is an-
f the Gens Sentiae

;
Alert Bay.
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FIG. 12. Gablea of houses at Alert Bay.

other Bekuc. On top of it a wolf is standing, whose fore paws are in

the mouths of two human heads. On top of the wolf sits a beaver, and
the uppermost figure is the halibut. The two boards bearing the

English inscriptions were nailed to the house by a white trader. But I

should advise future explorers not to

trust the man 'Cheap' (a corruption of

"chief"), as he is the 'greatest liar' on
the whole coast. Formerly the Sisiutl

was painted on the, front of the house,

but at the request of the Indian agent,

Mr. Cheap, whose proper name is ^ro-

mena'kulu, whitewashed it, and unfortu-

nately I could only see a few faint traces

of the painting. In consideration of

this action he was appointed constable

and presented wirh an old uniform and
a flag. It was made his special duty

to prevent dances and feasts, and since

that time he dances in this uniform and
with the Hag. I found the characteristic

Sisiutl on a settee in his house (Fig. 5).

Fart of the rear of this house is shown
in Fig. G. The upright that holds the

ceiKial beam in its mouth represents the sea lion.

(4) Nomase'nqilis (a gens of the Tlatlasijpoala).

Nomase'nqilis descended from heaven and built a house. On his her-

aldic column were two eagles that watched his house. He had three

children—a blind daugther, Aikya'oejpi ; a son, Tleqya'likila
j
.and a

daughter, Naqnaisilao'^oa.

One day Aikya'oejja wanted to go to Ya^ama'lis (Hope Island) to

pick berries. A slave accompanied her in her boat, and when after a

long time they had not yet arrived iu Yajjama'lis, though it was only a

short way off, she asked, "Where are we? We ought to be in Yaqa-

ma'lis by this time." The slave answered, "I do not know. I do not

see Ya^ama'lis, nor do I see the eagles on the post before your house."

They sailed a long time without seeing land. At last an island loomed

up on the horizon, and in coming nearer they saw a town. There lived

ThV>[oakila (/. e., with copper plates). When he saw the boat he in-

vited the travelers to enter his house, and he took Aikya'oejpi for his

wife.

Nomase'nqilis, however, mourned his daughter as though she were
dead. His heart was very sad. and he threw the post of his house into

th«' sea. The tide carried it to Yasiama'lis, where Nomase'nqilis built a
new liou.se.

Aikya'oe^a had two children, Tla'qoakila and Tla'sutewalis. One
day she left them playing near the tire while she went to the beach to
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get clams. The children in playing about fell upon the feet of their

grandmother. At last she got angry and said, " Now, don't bother me.

I do not even know where your mother comes from." The little ones

felt unhappy, and when their mother returned they asked, " Mother,

where is your home ? Grandmother says she does not know where you

came from." The mother replied, "I went with a slave in my boar.

For many days we drifted to and fro and at last we reached this couu-

FlG. 13. Kne'qakila's heraldic column at Qmnta'sqe.

try." " Oh, make us happy/' cried the childreu, "let us go and see our

grandfather." Then she told them that he was a mighty chief. Their

father gave them his copper boat, which he rilled with copper plates,

and Ahjja/oejia said to them before parting, " Before you come to my

home you will hear the eagles cry ou our post." They started, and after

a longjourney they heard the eagles on the post, and now they knew

that they were near Xomase'nqilis's house. They gave him the copper
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plates, and all the people admired their copper boat, the copper pad-

dles, ami the copper bailer. They staid for some time with the old

man, but then they returned home. Their grandfather gave them

costly skins and blankets before they left.

Later on ganikila [v. infra) transformed Nomase'nqilis into a stone.

Tleqyalikila, Nomase/nqilis's son, emigrated at that time to Quspalis,

where lie built a new house. His son was Tse'selaso, who had three

sons, O'maliqste, Wa'lassjoa, and Kya'ljjamistal.

O'maliqste" was angry with the toads that croaked

every morning in the woods. He ordered them to be

silent, and since that time they do not croak anymore.

Kya'ljjamistal carved a human figure out of cedar, to

whom he gave life by pointing with his finger toward

it. He gave him the name Wa/-tsi5[8ta. A statue

representing the man stands in the house (Fig. G) by

the side of the bedroom, but has unfortunately been

omitted by the draughtsman.

I can not give the numerous traditions counected

wii h these houses, but shall describe the emblems of a

few other gentes. The uprights in the rear of the

house of the gens Lalaqsint'aio of the Kue'tela tribe

represent each a Tsono^ijoa standing on the head of

a bear that holds the Tsono'jjoa's feet. The latter

carry the beams. In the front of the house the beams
rest on a cross-bar representing a sea-lion. The up-

rights supporting the latter are seals holding the sea-

lion in their mouths.

The gens Tsinrijjaio of the same tribe has a house

with several platforms and a post with two eagles on

its top standing in front of the house.

The house front (see Plate xxxix) and the upright

(Fig. 1+) belong to the gens Kya'loyajpime, the moon.

The central figure is the moon: the men in the center

of the circles representing Kya'loyajiame himself.

The gens derives its origin from this man, who is said

to have descended from heaven. On the sides of the

door are two grizzly bears that another ancestor of

the houseowner obtained from a Xa'^oarto^ chief.

The upright consists of two figures. The lower one

is a female Tsono'sjoa holding a child between her legs; the upper one

is the moon (Fig. 14). Fig. 15 shows another house frout in Qumta'spe
1 lope Island). The owner belongs to another gens in the traditions of

which the thunder-bird Kunkunqulikya plays a great part. He is squat-

ting over the door. To the right and to the left of the door we see

another representation of Kva'loya^ame, to whose gens the mother of

the owner belonged. Figs. 10 and 17 are from the house of \ralaite, a

V
*!

Fir. 14. Post in house
in Qnmta'spe. showing
ii. i and l'sono >(<>a.
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chief of the Naqomkilis, who belongs to the Ajauikila gens, ^anikila

is "the great transformer" of all these tribes. lie is the son of the deity,

and descended from heaven in the shape of an eagle, (vpanikila means

"he with spreadout wings.") Therefore the gens has an eagle for its

emblem. The man on whom the eagle rests is Bebekumlisila, oue of the

figures that \panikila put up in his house. I was unable to learn the

meaning of the other upright (Fig. 17). The name of the kneeling man
on it is Silai'oqa. The upper being was described as •' the same as a

bear," but it is evidently a sea auimal.

In the model No. 130414 of the catalogue of the National Museum the

men who cany the beams (Figs. 7, 8, 9) represent the slaves of one of

the ancestors of the gens. The open mouth indicates that they speak

for the chief, as it is considered beneath a chief's dignity to speak to

the common people. The figure carrying the beam on its left should-

er is standing on a bear's head (Fig. 18). The animal, by which the

other figure in the rear of the house is supported, is probably the wolf

(Fig. 7). The meaning of the figure that is inclosed in the upright is

unknown to me (Fig. 9). I have seen the same figure in the village of

the Tlatlasi^oala, at Qumta'spe (on Hope Island), but could not learn

anything about it. Neither can I say with any certainty to which gens

the house belongs, as there is no painting on the front.

From these remarks it will be clear that every single carving in the

houses of these tribes has some connection with the traditions of the

gentes. The Indians of the present time make various combinations of

the emblems of the gentes of both parents of the house-owner, and this

is the reason for Hie great variety of forms. Eesides this, legends re-

ferring to certain ancestors are illustrated in the emblems, and thus it

happens that seemingly the ancient styles are not strictly adhered to.

It remains to explain several of the figures frequently occurring in

these carvings. One of the most frequent carvings is the slave of the

chief who is talking to the people. We saw him on the uprights of the

model, on the post of Sentlae (Figs. 7, 10), and in Fig. IS he is standing

on the gable of a house. The omitted statue in Fig. G and Fig. 19 be-

long to a similar class; the latter represents a man by the name of

Kie'jpo, who holds a wolf in his hands. The back of the wolfs tail

shows a human face. The hind legs of the wolf are seen under the legs

of a man who sits on an animal, the meaning of which 1 do not know,

as the head is half buried in the ground, but probably it represents a

bear. These two figures are hollowed out in the back, so that a man
can stand behind them and speak through their open mouth, which acts

as a speaking tube. The men represent slaves of an ancestor, and when

the chief is speaking through the mouth at certain festivals it is sup-

posed that the slave is speaking.

In many of the figures we see the famous copper plates (thV^oa), one

of which is seen between Figs. 7 and 8. They are found painted on the

breasts of the men in the model, they form the lower part of the post of

pr0c . N. M. 88 14 JO^L^m^
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Sentlae, and the same figure is on the body of Fig IS. These plates

ar°e highly valued, mid every tribe has another tradition referring to

their fabulous origin. One of these traditions has been told above. The

plates are made of native copper, which is found by the Tlingit on the

UDDer Yukon. Each plate has its own name. It is kept in a separate

l 1( >„se into which women are not allowed to enter. They are clothed

and fed regularly. The value of a plate becomes the larger the more

frequently it has been given away as a present. The T-shaped stronger

part is considered the more valuable. If a chief has been offended he

breaks a, copper and gives the parts away. Then his adversary has to

do the same, or else a stain of dishonor would rest upon him. Most ot

the coppers are graved and painted so as to show one of the numerous

emblems of these tribes. The lower field of the uppermost copper on

Sentlae's post (Fig. 10) shows four starfish; the upper one the head of

the wolf. In the upper field of the second copper is the bear, while in

the lower one there are four starfish. In the lower ones nothing but an

eye and mouth can be distinguished; but it is evident that they are

intended to represent the same thing as the second copper.

Fig. 15. House front in Qumta'spe.

Another figure that is of frequent occurrence is the TsonG'^oa. It is

the lowest figure in the post (Figs. 13, 14). Beside this the Tsouo'.y.a

appears in the form of masks, rattles, etc., in numerous carvings. This

being is known to the Catloltq, who evidently borrowed the tradition

from the Kwakiutl, to all tribes of Kwakiutl lineage and to the Bilqula.

The latter call it Snene'i^. One of the principal legends of the Tson-

o'jioa is that she—for it is generally a woman—came with a basket on

her back into the villages and put all the children into it. Then a little
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Figs. 16, 17. Uprights in the house of the Gens Sanikila in Qumta'spe.
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girl cut a slit in the bottom of the basket, and thus all escaped. I was

told tbat this is the meaning of Fig. 14. The huge eye-holes are charac-

teristic of Tsono'^oa, and, in case it is a woman, her enormous breasts.

On the house front (Fig. 15)wefindthe

thunder-bird. He is an important figure

in many traditions and therefore appears

in numerous combinations. The house

front (PI. xl) shows how Kunkuuqulikya

tried to lift the whale. The legend says

that he had stolen the son of the raven,

who, in order to recover him, carved a

whale out of a huge cedar that he cov-

ered with a coating of gum. Then he let

Fig. 18. A chirrs slave talking

to the people. Alert Bay; about
4' bigb.

FlG. 19. Statue in a bouse at

Qumta'spe ( Hope Island) ; about

7' high.

all kinds of animals go into the whale, and they went to the laud of

the thunder-bird. When the bird saw the whale he sent out his youngest

sun to catch it. He was unable to lift it. He stuck to the gum and the

animals killed him. In this way the whole family was slaughtered.

Thesamedesign isfound on a house front inXuqalky. TheBilqula, who
live there, have the same tales of the thunder-bird; they call it Saiotl.

Another figure thai is frequently represented in the carvings of these

tribes is the Sisiutl, the fabulous double-headed snake that can adopt

the shape of any ri>h. The traditions referring to this being are partic-

ularly important among the Ajaniuin and their neighbors, but all tribes

from Pugel Sound to Dean Inlet have traditions referring to it.

I mentioned above that the style of houses discussed here does not

extend farther south than Comox, on Vancouver Island. The tribe that

lives there, the Catlolt, belong to the Coast Salish, but they have inter-
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married with a tribe of Kwakiutl lineage and thus adopted many of the

mythical figures of the latter. Their own characteristic design (Fig. 21)

Fig. 20. Post in a house at
Comox, showing Qa'eqoe.

Fig. 21. Base of Fig. 20

enlarged. Qa eqoe.

is the Qa'eqoe, a bird like being that descended from heaven and be

came the ancestor of the Qatlolt.




